Violent Crimes
Maryland Assault and Violent Crimes Attorney
Law enforcement generally assumes that victims of violent crimes
knew his or her attacker. This tendency has caused prosecutors to
target their investigative eﬀorts around relatives, family friends,
neighbors and acquaintances based on circumstantial evidence.
At the law ﬁrm Joseph, Greenwald & Laake, P.A., we seek to level
the playing ﬁeld for individuals accused of committing violent
crimes. Our ﬁrm's Maryland criminal defense lawyers know that
crime scenes are not always thoroughly investigated based on
initial leads and even budgetary restraints. We are skilled
investigators prepared to uncover any false statements or
contradictory evidence obtained against you.
Contact our law ﬁrm today for a free and conﬁdential evaluation.
During an initial consultation, you will work directly with an
experienced criminal defense attorney who will explain our ﬁrm's
hourly fee structure.
Developing an Aggressive Defense Strategy
The criminal defense lawyers at our ﬁrm have extensive
experience defending clients accused of committing violent
crimes, such as:
Arson Kidnapping Homicide and murder Assault, aggravated
assault and assault and battery Rape and sexual assault Armed
robbery
At Joseph, Greenwald & Laake, P.A., we devote substantial
resources to developing an aggressive defense strategy. We
understand that time and budgetary constraints are known to
limit law enforcement's focus on trying to track down every lead.
Our ﬁrm's defense attorneys seek to undermine the prosecution's
evidence through conducting our own investigation into the
evidence obtained against you.
We will seek to question the credibility of the prosecution's
witnesses through exposing any false or contradictory
statements. Part of our focus also includes identifying evidence or
witness statements pointing to other viable leads. Our law ﬁrm
will pursue every angle possible to develop an eﬀective defense
strategy.
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If you or your loved one is accused of murder or homicide,
remember a criminal charge does not translate into a conviction.
Our ﬁrm's Rockville homicide defense lawyers seek to stay ahead
of the prosecution through developing an aggressive defense
strategy. We understand police oﬃcers have a limited amount of
time and money to develop a convincing case. This tendency can
cause investigators and prosecutors to focus almost entirely on
one lead. At Joseph, Greenwald & Laake, P.A., we will pursue any
alternative leads or evidence that casts doubt into you as a
suspect. Our law ﬁrm knows the right angles to pursue in
exposing any false assumptions made against you.
Contact us to schedule a consultation at the law oﬃces of Joseph,
Greenwald & Laake, P.A.

